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About the bout t e
Regulatory Assistance Project

RAP is a non-profit organization providing technical and 
educational assistance to government officials on energy 
and environmental issues. RAP Principals all haveand environmental issues. RAP Principals all have 
extensive utility regulatory experience.
– Richard Sedano was commissioner of the Vermont Department of 

Public Service from 1991-2001 and is an engineer.g
Funded by US Department Of Energy & Environmental 
Protection Agency, foundations, and international 
agencies We have worked in nearly every state and 16agencies. We have worked in nearly every state and 16 
nations.
Also provides educational assistance to stakeholders, 
utilities advocatesutilities, advocates.
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Topics for Today
Why are so many states looking at 
decoupling now?p g
What does decoupling do, and how?
Ways to decouple and alternativesWays to decouple and alternatives
Limits of decoupling
Related issues



The U.S. Outlook
Energy Efficiency getting more important
– Pick your reasonPick your reason

Some states see regulatory reform as 
necessarynecessary
– Loading order

Cost recovery systems for energy efficiency– Cost recovery systems for energy efficiency
– Decoupling 

P f I ti– Performance Incentives



Reduced Utility Sales y
Caused by:

Energy efficiency programs
Sales attritionSales attrition
Cycles that move sales up and down around 
a trenda trend

All are of interest to regulators to 
bl t d d fassure a reasonable standard of 

economic service delivery for utility 
customerscustomers



Policy Overview
New Energy Efficiency: the challenge
Throughput Incentive: a barrierThroughput Incentive: a barrier
Decoupling: an answer

Why should utility profitability be linked to sales?
More generally, regulators are wise to consider the g y, g
incentives in the businesses they oversee – are they 
sympathetic with the public interest or in opposition? 
And can they be changed (yes!)?



Decoupling



Incentives Matter
See: Wall Street



Traditional Regulatory Methods 
Provide Strong Disincentives forProvide Strong Disincentives for 

Customer Resources
Utility revenues and profits are linked to unit sales
– But, in the short run, a utility’s non-commodity marginal costs are 

small relative to demand for 
Loss of sales between rate cases lowers utility revenues, 
while non-commodity costs don’t change much, so net 
income is reduced
S f l i i i f i dSuccessful acquisition of customer-sited resources—energy 
efficiency and distributed generation / combined heat and 
power—becomes bad news, unless there are frequent rate 
casescases
The effect may be quite powerful. . .
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How Changes in 
Sales Affect Earnings

17 53%59 40%$15 780 900$5 880 900$9 047 5385 00%

Actual ROE% ChangeNet EarningsAfter-taxPre-tax
% Change 

in Sales

Impact on EarningsRevenue Change

$$$

14.92%35.64%$13,428,540$3,528,540$5,428,5233.00%

16.23%47.52%$14,604,720$4,704,720$7,238,0314.00%

17.53%59.40%$15,780,900$5,880,900$9,047,5385.00%

12.31%11.88%$11,076,180$1,176,180$1,809,5081.00%

13.61%23.76%$12,252,360$2,352,360$3,619,0152.00%

11.00%0.00%$9,900,000$0$00.00%

7.08%-35.64%$6,371,460-$3,528,540-$5,428,523-3.00%

8.39%-23.76%$7,547,640-$2,352,360-$3,619,015-2.00%

9.69%-11.88%$8,723,820-$1,176,180-$1,809,508-1.00%

4.47%-59.40%$4,019,100-$5,880,900-$9,047,538-5.00%

5.77%-47.52%$5,195,280-$4,704,720-$7,238,031-4.00%
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Effect of Aggressive EERS
Energy Efficiency Resource Standard being 
implemented in several statesp
– Annual savings due to programs expected to be 

1-2% of annual sales, ,
– So within three years, sales could be 5% lower 

than they would otherwise be without the 
cumulative effect of energy efficiency 
programs



Least-Cost Service Should 
be the Most Profitable

The “throughput” incentive is at odds with public policy to 
supply electric power services at the lowest total cost:
– inhibits a company from supporting investment in and use of least-inhibits a company from supporting investment in and use of least

cost energy resources, when they are most efficient, 
– encourages the company to promote incremental sales, even when 

they are wasteful
Ratemaking policy should align utilities’ profit motives with 
public policy goals: acquiring all cost-effective resources, 
whether supply or demandw e e supp y o de a d
The utilities’ throughput incentive promotes inefficient 
outcomes, even where: 

there is no programmatic energy efficiency; and– there is no programmatic energy efficiency; and
– even with third-party administration of energy efficiency programs.
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Regulatory Priorities
Revenue Requirement
– The principal outcome from a rate caseThe principal outcome from a rate case
– Support wires and pipes system over time

PricesPrices
– The outcome of revenue requirement and 

billing determinantsbilling determinants
– Important to consumers, but in what ways?

E Effi iEnergy Efficiency 



Keep in Mind
Revenue   <<< focus of decoupling
- CostsCosts

Net income

Decoupling addresses coverage of fixed costs regardless of salesp g g g
Decoupling generally does not address net income



A Regulatory Model:g y
Revenue-Sales Decoupling

Breaks the mathematical link between sales 
volumes and revenues (and, ultimately, profits)
– Revenue levels immune to changes in sales volumesRevenue levels immune to changes in sales volumes
– Fundamentally, enable recovery of the utility’s prudently 

incurred fixed costs, including return on investment, in a 
way that doesn’t create perverse incentives for uneconomic 
actions and outcomes

Two objectives:
– To protect the utility from the financial harm associated with p y

least-cost actions and
– To remove the utility’s incentive to increase profits by 

increasing sales
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A Regulatory Model:g y
Revenue-Sales Decoupling

Decoupling revenues, rather than earnings 
directly, preserves the utility’s incentive to 
improve its operational and managerial efficiencyimprove its operational and managerial efficiency
This is a revenue issue, not a pricing issue: it is not 
intended to decouple customers bills from 
cons mptionconsumption
– Unit-based consumption pricing approaches remain
– Customers continue to see the cost implications of their 

consumption decisions while the utility’s risks associated withconsumption decisions, while the utility s risks associated with 
variations in sales due to efficiency are mitigated

– Unit-based consumption pricing reflect the relationship between 
demand and cost causation in the long-run



Restating g
Purpose of Decoupling

Utility profits no longer linked to sales, but 
to operational efficiencyp y
Remove a key barrier to least-cost energy 
serviceservice
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Design Goal
Over time, utility revenues track what 
frequent rate cases would have producedq p
– Note emphasis on revenues
– Rates change from time to time to meet revenueRates change from time to time to meet revenue 

sufficiency, the base was set in the last rate case



Revenue per Customer p
Advantages

Revenues track more closely with what rate 
case would likely producey p
– Fixed Costs track # of customers
– Avoid rate casesAvoid rate cases
– Relook every 3-5 years as structural changes to 

cost of service occur



Accrual vs. Current 
Price Adjustments

Accrual is standard
– Price adjusted annually, or perhaps quarterly,Price adjusted annually, or perhaps quarterly, 

based on actual deviation from forecast
Current can be accomplished, essentiallyCurrent can be accomplished, essentially 
collecting the appropriate revenue 
requirement in each billing cycle (used inrequirement in each billing cycle (used in 
Maryland)



Revenue Decoupling:p g
The Essential Concept

Basic Revenue-Sales Decoupling
– Utility “base” revenue requirement determined with 

traditional rate case
– Each future period has a calculable “allowed” revenue 

requirementrequirement
– Differences between the allowed revenues and actual 

revenues are tracked
• Variety of ways of tracking differences

– The difference (positive or negative) is flowed back to 
customers in a small adjustment to unit ratescustomers in a small adjustment to unit rates
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Cost of Capital
Decoupling takes variability out of utility 
revenues and coverage of fixed costsg
– Business risk is reduced compared with same 

utility in traditional regulationy g
– Combine decoupling and rate case to value

Wtd Avg cost of capital can be reduced byWtd Avg cost of capital can be reduced by 
changing debt/equity ratio or ROE



Grades of Decoupling
Full – insulates utility revenue from any sales 
deviation between actuals and expectedsp
Partial – part of revenue change is insulated, 
part is notpart is not
Limited – Sales adjustments due to energy 
efficiency programs only so weather andefficiency programs only, so weather and 
economy are normalized in an extra step



Results and Attribution: 
P li T iPolicy Tension

Program Savings Only All Changes to SalesProgram Savings Only
Attribution becomes a very 
important exercise

All Changes to Sales
“We all did it” – reductions 
influenced by utility will p

Fixed costs will not match 
revenue

h di i l

y y
produce an adjustment even 
if second or third order
Fixed costs will closelyMatches traditional 

expectation of regulation
Limited decoupling

Fixed costs will closely 
match revenue
A leap from traditional Limited decoupling p
regulatory practice
Full decoupling



Partial Decoupling
Only part of the deviation in revenues is 
added to rates
Utility retains some profit/sales connection

If reduced enough to change management– If reduced enough to change management 
outlook, strategy, behavior, this can be fine

Rate shifts dampenedRate shifts dampened
Use sharing, collars, caps



Some important p
decoupling elements

Formula to adjust revenue requirement?
Full or partial decouplingFull or partial decoupling
– Adjust for weather or economic cycle?

Limited tr e p or c stomer classLimited true up or customer class
True up interval (and accrual rate)
Capping adjustments, dead bands
Sharing earnings, dead bandsg g ,



Idaho (Idaho Power)
Seen as a pilot for 3 years (CY 07-09)
– PSC staff or company can say “quits”PSC staff or company can say quits

Revenue per customer
54% of revenue requirement is fixed costs– 54% of revenue requirement is fixed costs

Limited decoupling
Partial decoupling: res and sm comm
Annual true up
– Annual cumulative rate change capped: 3%



Idaho
Connected to Idaho Power commitment to 
do energy efficiencygy y
– 1.5% of revenues
– Performance incentives with penalty potentialPerformance incentives with penalty potential 

also allowed
Initial rate adjustment was downInitial rate adjustment was down



Vermont (third party ( p y
EE administration)

Both IOUs under a decoupling plan
Revenue cap (forecasted for future years)
– Dead band, adjustable for exogenous factors
– Adjustments triggered if actual are outside

Partial decouplingPartial decoupling
Earnings sharing outside a collar
Dead band for power cost variationDead band for power cost variation
Rate change capped
ROE adjustmentj



Maryland
Full decoupling for PEPCO and BGE
Revenue per customerRevenue per customer
True up monthly

C f 10%– Cap of 10%
ROE adjustment



California
Decoupling in place for all three IOUs
Revenue capRevenue cap
– Future test year

Attrition case captures inflation productivity– Attrition case captures inflation, productivity



Oregon (third party g ( p y
EE administration)

Portland General Electric, 2 years (09-10)
– Approved coincident with a rate caseApproved coincident with a rate case
– Evaluation required, discussion encouraged

Revenue per customerRevenue per customer
Deferrals at a risk free (Treasury) rate
Small ROE reduction



Oregon PUC Order 09-020 g
pg 27

“… PGE does have the ability to influence individual 
customers through direct contacts and referrals to 
the ETO. PGE is also able to affect usage in other e O. G s a so ab e o a ec usage o e
ways, including how aggressively it pursues 
distributed generation and on-site solar installations; 
whether its supports improvements to buildingwhether its supports improvements to building 
codes; or whether it provides timely, useful 
information to customers on energy efficiency 
programs. We expect energy efficiency and on-siteprograms. We expect energy efficiency and on site 
power generation will have an increasing role in 
meeting energy needs, underscoring the need for 
appropriate incentives for PGE.”appropriate incentives for PGE.



Wisconsin Public Service 
6690-UR-119

Full decoupling
Rules for range of under or over collectionRules for range of under or over collection 
that will be adjusted and what will not
Connect to added energy efficiencyConnect to added energy efficiency 
spending and other climate change policy



Other State Implementation
Minnesota
MassachusettsMassachusetts
Connecticut
N Y kNew York

In these states, there is a recent legislative or commission directive to adopt 
or consider decoupling. The implementing activities are in varying stages.





Demonstration of 
Decoupling

Excel Spreadsheet Model
Produced in the Mid-Atlantic DistributedProduced in the Mid Atlantic Distributed 
Resources Initiative (MADRI)
Uses actual PPL dataUses actual PPL data
Backcasting a useful way to appreciate 
h i d l f djchoices and scale of rate adjustments























Performance and 
Decoupling

Performance indicators are useful to assure 
continued service qualityq y
– Addresses possibility that utility would cut 

costs and compromise essential servicesp
– Categories

• Reliability
• Customer service
• Other public interest priorities



Communications a Key y
Element to Success

Why are my rates changing?
– And how much this time, and trendsAnd how much this time, and trends

How are utility decisions, priorities 
changing?changing?
How is utility performance?

H f ll d– Hopefully good news
Engage customers, coax them in with info



Suggested Alternativesgg
to Decoupling

Business as Usual
Lost Revenue Adjustment ProceedingsLost Revenue Adjustment Proceedings
Straight Fixed Variable Rate Design



L t R Adj t tLost Revenue Adjustment
Pros ConsPros

Clear focus on revenue 
effects of energy efficiency

Cons
Strains EM&V process with 
contentiongy y

– No other effect on sales is 
included

Experience in Kentucky

Requires choice of avoided 
cost dataset

l i d ll dExperience in Kentucky Costly in dollars and 
regulatory time
Utility always in a positionUtility always in a position 
of clawing back what is 
“lost”
Broader effects on utility 
sales are not included



St i ht Fi d V i blStraight Fixed Variable
Pros ConsPros

Set rates, no administration
Cons

Raise bills to low use 
customers by large %y g
Damage value to customer 
of reduced energy use

f i h fInterfere with use of rates 
for “smart pricing”
Confuses short run and longConfuses short run and long 
run marginal costs, corrupts 
effect of price on long run 
i t tinvestment 



B i U lBusiness as Usual
Pros ConsPros

Participants are used to it
Consumer protections in

Cons
Throughput incentive in 
force and associated Consumer protections in 

place, such as they are, 
including stable price

incentive conflicts
Actual revenues inevitably 
diverge from rate case resultdiverge from rate case result
Better opportunities for 
other innovations to 
promote public interest
Rate cases needed more 
f tlfrequently



Limits of Decoupling
By itself, decoupling removes a disincentive 
to help customers reduce salesp
– And reduces incentive to build sales
– Rate base earnings incentive remainsRate base earnings incentive remains

A positive incentive system is needed to 
hardwire incentives to achieve success inhardwire incentives to achieve success in 
energy efficiency



Limits of Decoupling
D li lDecoupling plan revenue recovery 
approximates what would be allowed in a 

trate case
– Circumstances may be stable over 3-5 years

Changing circumstances can disrupt even a 
good plan
– Sudden shift in economy
– Consecutive years of abnormal weather
– Congress, state law



Decoupling supports p g pp
efficient pricing

Not all sales are equal
– Cost varies from time to time, yet most rates areCost varies from time to time, yet most rates are 

flat and non-discriminatory
• Rural price = urban price

– Changing to dynamic prices changes which 
sales are profitable (peak!) sales

– If utility revenues cover fixed costs, these 
circumstances don’t matter



Favorable 
Customer Perspective

Savings potential to total cost of service 
from EE, other performance improvement , p p
and innovation >> decoupling adjustment
Customers see decoupling as part of anCustomers see decoupling as part of an 
effort to create policy coherence

So associate decoupling with other reforms and– So associate decoupling with other reforms and 
strategies to mitigate high capex, high 
commodity costs, climate change risksy , g



Decoupling and p g
the Utility of the Future

The utility of the future
– Emphasis on service (not throughput)Emphasis on service (not throughput)
– Emphasis on customers and service area

• Public policy an important guidep y p g

– Emphasis on risk management
– Emphasis on local energy resourcesEmphasis on local energy resources
– Regulation focuses on whatever is most 

important and has consistent focusp



Thanks for your attention
– rapsedano@aol.com
– http://www.raponline.org

– http://www.raponline.org/Pubs/EE_Incentives_Report_Summary_20090303.pdf
– http://www.raponline.org/Pubs/MN-RAP_Decoupling_Rpt_6-2008.pdf
– http://www.raponline.org/Slides/Decoupling_Model_2008_04_24.xls
– http://www.raponline.org/Pubs/General/ProfitsandProgressdr.pdf


